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a b s t r a c t
Since the discovery of non-coding, small, highly structured, satellite RNAs (satRNAs) and viroids as
subviral pathogens of plants , have been of great interest to molecular biologists as possible living fossils
of pre-cellular evolution in an RNA world. Despite extensive studies performed in the last four decades,
there is still mystery surrounding the origin and evolutionary relationship between these subviral
pathogens. Recent technical advances revealed some commonly shared replication features between
these two subviral pathogens. In this review, we discuss our current perception of replication and
evolutionary origin of these petite RNA pathogens.
& 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
A group of non-coding, highly structured RNA molecules
referred to as satellite RNAs (satRNA), viroids and a selected group
of viroid-like satellite RNAs (referred to virusoids) are the smallest
known subviral pathogens of plants that are evolved to manipulate
the cellular systems of the hosts they invade (Flores et al., 2014;
Hu et al., 2009; Palukaitis, 2014) (Fig. 1). satRNAs are linear-single
stranded (ss) RNA molecules exhibiting the following traits:
(1) satRNA parasitizes on helper virus (HV) replication machinery
(2) satRNA is encapsidated by the HV capsid protein to promote
transmission and (3) satRNA and the HV genomic RNAs have no
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nucleotide sequence similarity. Since satRNAs usurp HV replication
machinery, they may decrease the titer of the HV and either
ameliorate or deteriorate disease symptom expression in their
host plants (Hu et al., 2009; Shimura et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011;
Wang et al., 2004). satRNAs are classiﬁed into three subgroups:
subgroup 1, large satRNAs (0.7 to 1.5 kb; e.g. satRNA of Bamboo
mosaic virus; BaMV); subgroup 2, small linear satRNA (330–405 nt;
e.g. satRNA of Cucumber mosaic virus; CMV) and subgroup 3, Viroid-
like satRNAs i.e., virusoids (e.g. satRNA of Solanum nodiﬂorum
mottle virus; SNMV) and non-virusoids (e.g. satRNA of Cereal yellow
dwarf virus-RPV) (Hu et al., 2009) (Fig. 1).
A hallmark feature that distinguishes viroids from satRNAs is
their ability to replicate autonomously using cellular polymerases
(including RNA polymerases) (Ding, 2009; Flores et al., 2014;
Palukaitis, 2014) (Fig. 1). Unlike satRNAs, viroids are not encapsi-
dated and exist as ssRNAs, covalently closed circular molecules.
Due to extensive regions of intramolecular complementarity, they
appear either as “rod-like collapsed circles” (e.g. members of the
family Pospiviridae) under an electron microscope (Figs. 1 and 3)
or adopt “multibranched” conformation (e.g. members of the
family Avsunviroidae). Some of the well-characterized viroids
include Potato spindle tuber viroid (PSTVd), Citrus exocortis viroid
(CEVd), Chrysanthemum stunt viroid (CSVd) and Avocado sunblotch
viroid (ASBVd). Virusoids exhibit both viroid-like and satRNA-like
characteristics (Symons and Randles, 1999). They are circular,
ssRNAs that are found together with viral RNAs in the isometric
particles of Velvet tobacco mottle virus, Solanum nodiﬂorum mottle
virus, Subterranean clover mottle virus, lucerne transient streak virus
and Rice yellow mottle virus (RYMV) (Collins et al., 1998; Symons
and Randles, 1999) and Cereal yellow dwarf virus serotype RPV
(CYDV-RPV) (Song and Miller, 2004). Little, if any, sequence
similarity exists between these circular satRNAs and their HV
genomes. Like viroids, they lack mRNA activity and possess highly
based-paired rod-like structures.
Since the discovery of viroids and satRNAs, these petite subviral
pathogens remain of interest to molecular biologists (Ding, 2009;
Flores et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2009). Because of the size and structural
features, studies conducted in the 1980s attempted to ﬁnd simila-
rities in the replication mechanisms of HV-dependent linear satRNAs
and viroids (Linthorst and Kaper, 1984). The results were inconclu-
sive. Although in vitro (Hayes et al., 1992; Quadt and Jaspars, 1991)
and in vivo replication assays (Jacquemond, 2012; Palukaitis and
Garcia-Arenal, 2003) have yielded useful information concerning
some aspects of linear satRNA replication, the scientiﬁc mystery surr-
ounding their evolutionary relationship to viroids persists. However,
application of Agrobacterium-mediated transient expression (agroin-
ﬁltration) signiﬁcantly changed our perception on satRNAs replica-
tion and their evolutionary relationship to viroids. The inherent
advantages of the agroinﬁltration system are as follows. (i) It is sim-
ple, efﬁcient and user-friendly for synchronized delivery of DNA-
based genomic components to multiple plant species. (ii) Transiently
expressed mRNAs are biologically active resulting in efﬁcient expres-
sion of viral gene products required for sustained replication. (iii)
Synchronized delivery of multiple plasmids to the same cell offering
the advantage of examining the simultaneous replication and gene
expression of wild-type and variants. (iv) Abundant amounts of viral
mRNAs, independent of replication, are continuously generated from
the T-DNA transformed cells (Annamalai and Rao, 2006). While the
agroinﬁltration offers a number of advantages, it also comes with a
few limitations that may reduce its usefulness in certain situations.
Some limitations include: (i) all plants are not amenable for inﬁltra-
tion and/or Ti-plasmid transformation for transient expression stu-
dies. (ii) Agroinﬁltration could potentially induce host defenses and
chlorosis and inhibit leaf expansion in the inﬁltrated area (Pruss et
al., 2008). (iii) The choice of the Agrocteirium strain used could affect
pathogen related studies (Sheikh et al., 2014). (iv) Inﬁltration with
high Agrobacterium cell density exceeding OD600¼1 could induce
toxicity to plant cells (Voinnet et al., 2000) leading to the inhibition of
virus replication (Chaturvedi and Rao, unpublished data). However,
these limitations may not pertain to all cases and should be tested on
a case-by-case basis. This review will initially summarize general
replication features of non-coding small, satRNAs and viroids and
then highlight recent developments that shed light in unraveling the
evolutionary relationships between satRNAs and viroids.
Satellite RNAs (satRNA)
Non-coding, small, linear satRNAs
Extensive replication studies have been performed with several
small, linear satRNAs of Turnip crinkle virus (TCV), CMV, Tobacco
ringsopt virus (TobRSV) and Cymbidium ringspot virus (CymRSV)
(Hu et al., 2009). Since the genomes of small linear satRNAs are
single stranded RNA, their replication mechanisms are similar to
their respective HVs with the exception of satRNA of TobRSV
(sTobRSV) which were considered separately (see below). Among
other small linear satRNAs, those associated with CMV and TCV have
been studied in detail. The commonly shared replication features of
these satRNAs include, initiation and elongation of minus strand
synthesis by HV replicase, which in turn would serve as efﬁcient
templates for infectious unit length (þ)-strand progeny. In plants co-
infected with HVs, high levels of double-stranded as well as multi-
mers of both polarities of progeny satRNA accumulate to high levels
(Kuroda et al., 1997; Kwon et al., 2014; Seo et al., 2013), but circular
forms have not been detected (Linthorst and Kaper, 1984). More
insight into replication of CMV associated satRNA (CMV-satRNA),
speciﬁcally the role of multimeric forms in satRNA replication, was
recently obtained by initiating satRNA replication on transiently
expressed (þ)-and ()-strand in the presence and absence of HV
(Choi et al., 2012; Seo et al., 2013). An early study characterizing the
satRNA multimeric forms accumulated during CMV-dependent repli-
cation revealed that the junction regions in head-to-tail repeats of
unit length satRNA were a mixture containing either precise fusions
of monomer units or some contained deletions at either 50 or 30 end
(Kuroda et al., 1997). Until recently, analogous to HV, the subcellular
sites of CMV-satRNA replicationwere envisioned to be the cytoplasm.
However, expression of satRNA in the absence of HV in conjunction
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of three classes of subviral pathogens and their
properties. HV, helper virus; SNMV, Solanum nodiﬂorum mottle virus; CMV,
Cucumber mosaic virus; ssRNA, single-stranded RNA; CP, capsid protein.
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with cell-biology based experiments revealed that CMV-satRNA
expressed in the absence of its HV has a propensity to localize in
the nucleus and transcribed into genomic and anti-genomic multi-
meric forms by host encoded polymerase II, in a fashion similar to
viroids (Choi et al., 2012). Sequence analysis of these satRNA multi-
mers revealed that junction regions of head-to-tail repeats of CMV-
satRNA multimers formed in the presence and absence of HV are
distinct (Seo et al., 2013). CMV-satRNA multimers accumulated in the
presence of HV are characterized by lacking a 30 terminal C-residue of
the ﬁrst monomeric unit of head-to-tail repeats. By contrast, multi-
mers generated in the absence of HV are characterized by a template
independent polymerization of a hepta nucleotide motif (HNM)
GGGAAAA at the junction of head-to-tail repeats (Seo et al., 2013).
Moreover, it was demonstrated that ()-strand multimers with
complementary HNM (cHNM) are the preferred templates for HV-
dependent replication over ()-strand monomers and multimers
lacking the cHNM. Consequently, these authors proposed a mechan-
ism involving HNM located at the junction of the CMV-satRNA
multimers as integral to HV-driven synthesis of (þ)-strand progenies
from ()-strand multimeric templates. This mechanism is different
from that of either a rolling circle mechanism as proposed for circular
satRNAs or replicase re-initiation as in TCV (Carpenter et al., 1991;
Gerlach et al., 1986; Kiefer et al., 1982). According to this mechanism,
HV replicase initiates (þ)-strand progeny synthesis at the 30 end of
()-strand multimers characterized by a template independent
polymerization of HNM. The complementary HNM (cHNM) at the
junction allows proper termination and re-initiation of RNA synthesis
to generate monomeric progenies. However, occasionally, HV repli-
case might bypass the cHNM by an unknown mechanism and
continue RNA synthesis. This could result in the accumulation of
dimeric progenies lacking a 30 terminal C-residue of the ﬁrst
monomeric unit of head-to-tail repeats. These results provided new
insights in understanding how satRNA multimers are generated in
the absence of HV and subsequently contribute to HV-driven
replication of a satRNA. However, it is interesting to note that when
CMV-satRNA is allowed to replicate in planta by Tomato aspermy virus
(TAV), another member of the genus Cucumovirus, accumulation of
multimers was not observed (Sivanandam et al (2015). Although
reasons for the absence of multimers are currently obscure, it is likely
that RdRp of TAV is unable to bypass cHNM to generate
multimeric forms.
The maintenance of 30 non-coding region in RNA genomes is
important since sequences encompassing this region contain all the
required elements to initiate ()-strand synthesis by viral replicase.
Previous in vivo studies revealed that several mechanisms are
involved in repairing the deleted 30-proximal nucleotides in several
satRNAs associated with plant viruses. Some of the mechanisms
include recombination and abortive synthesis and priming as in
satRNA of TCV (Carpenter and Simon, 1996a, 1996b), telomerase-
like activity as in the satRNA of CyRSV (Dalmay et al., 1993) and
template independent repair as in CMV-satRNA CMV (Burgyan and
Garcia-Arenal, 1998; Kwon et al., 2014). Deletions up to 18 nucleo-
tides from the 30 terminus in CMV-satRNA are repaired in planta to
restore the required secondary structural integrity for sustained
replication (Kwon et al., 2014). The signiﬁcance of this 30 structural
integrity toward evolution of satRNAs is considered below. Unlike
CMV-satRNA, TCV-satRNA exhibits with TCV RNA high degree of
sequence and structural similarity in the 30 150 nt region. Despite
this similarity, reciprocal exchanges of 30 terminal regions between
TCV and its satRNA are not viable, suggesting an evolutionary
advantage for satRNA over its cognate HV (Zhang et al., 2006).
Non-coding, viroid-like satRNAs
Replication of virusoids occurs via RNA intermediates of opposite
polarity (Flores et al., 2011). Like viroids, although virusoids also do
not encode any proteins [except a recently identiﬁed virusoid
associated with RYMV (AbouHaidar et al., 2014)], they are replicated
by their HVs. The presence of linear, repetitive sequence dimers,
trimmers, and higher order multimers in plants infected with viroids
and virusoids suggest that their replication occurs through rolling
circle type mechanism. Implicit in rolling circle replication is a precise
mechanism by which viroids and virusoids monomers are excised
from oligomeric replication intermediates and ligated to form the
circular, monomeric progeny RNAs, a process analogous to splicing
involved in the generation of functional mRNAs (Flores et al., 2011).
Viroids
Viroids are minimal plant pathogens (Flores et al., 2014; Palukaitis,
2014). They do not encode any protein, they are not encapsidated and
they do not require a helper virus for infection. Their single stranded
circular RNA genome of 200–400 nt is highly self-complementary and
forms extensive dsRNAregions. This “genomic” non-protein coding
RNA carries all the information for host speciﬁcity, replication,
systemic spreading, subcellular localization and interaction with host
factors. All their biological cycle, infection, replication, intra- and
intercellular movement, overcoming host defense and new infection,
often also induced symptoms, result from interactions with host
factors. As a result numerous secondary and tertiary structural
elements are critical for all the functions of their biological cycle
(Fig. 3) (Ding, 2010; Flores et al., 2014; Palukaitis, 2014). Nevertheless,
even single nucleotide substitutions that seemingly may not affect
secondary structure may have signiﬁcant effects in their pathogenicity
but also host range. For example a single C to U change at position 259
converts a PSTVd isolate from non-infectious to infectious in Nicotiana
tabacum (Wassenegger et al., 1996). Viroids are classiﬁed in two major
families, the Pospiviroidae, which replicate through an asymmetric
rolling circle mechanism in the nucleus, and the Avsunviroidae which
replicate in chloroplasts through a symmetric rolling circle mechanism
(Flores et al., 2014; Tabler and Tsagris, 2004). Although the two groups
of viroids share important features, such as circular RNA, non-protein
coding “genome”, replication through a rolling circle mechanism, they
also have important differences. These include, different subcellular
replication locations, asymmetric versus symmetric rolling circle
replication, different host enzymes catalyzing each step in their
biological cycle, the absence or presence of ribozyme structures
encoded by their genome and host range spectrum. Below, we review
the main replication features for each group separately.
Replication of Pospiviroidae
Most of what we know about the replication of this group of
viroids comes fromwork on Potato spindle tuber viroid (PSTVd), the
type species of Pospiviroidae, and Citrus exocortis viroid (CEVd). In
order to replicate, these viroids need to enter the nucleus. It has
been convincingly shown (Zhao et al., 2001) that addition of the
PSTVd sequence to an intron-containing reporter mRNA leads to
the expression of a functional GFP. Since splicing takes place
exclusively in the nucleus, without nuclear targeting, the intron-
bearing GFP mRNAs expressed in the cytoplasm through a viral
vector sequence would not be able to produce a functional GFP
protein. The same group later identiﬁed a conserved sequence in
the upper strand of the PSTVd secondary structure responsible for
the nuclear import (Abraitiene et al., 2008). Nuclear import of
viroid RNA is presumably mediated by host factors. Although such
host factors have not been identiﬁed, it is tempting to speculate
that BRP1/VIRP1 could function as a subcellular transporter of this
group of viroids. More recent evidence suggested that BRP1/VRP1
is intimately involved in the transportation CMV-satRNA to the
nucleus (Chaturvedi et al., 2014). This protein, ﬁrst identiﬁed
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through its interaction with PSTVd RNA (Martinez de Alba et al.,
2003), was shown to bind strongly to the terminal right (TR)
domain of PSTVd and related sequences (Gozmanova et al., 2003;
Maniataki et al., 2003). BRP1/VIRP1, a bromodomain protein, has a
predicted nuclear localization signal and GFP fusion experiments
demonstrate its localization in nuclear foci (Kalantidis et al., 2007).
Bromodomain proteins maintain close vicinity to chromatin even
at phases where the nuclear membrane is absent (Yang, 2004).
Nevertheless, direct evidence for viroid shuttling via its interaction
to BRP1/VIRP1 has not been shown.
Pospiviroidae replicate via an asymmetric rolling circle mechan-
ism in the nucleus (Daros et al., 1994; Flores et al., 2009). Although it
has been shown that this group of viroids has also a nucleolar phase,
it has not been yet possible to identify the speciﬁcities of processing
in the two nuclear environments [(reviewed in Ding (2009)]. The
most abundant form of circular RNA, which is arbitrarily assigned as
(þ) RNA, is transcribed into oligomeric linear () RNA. The short-
lived concatemer serves as an intermediate for the synthesis of linear
concatemeric (þ) RNA, which is then cleaved to monomeric linear
(þ)RNA molecules and then ligated to form the mature circular
viroid RNA. The identiﬁcation of the enzymes catalyzing these events
has revealed some surprising players in these processes. Early
evidence demonstrated that viroids replicating in the nucleus use
DNA-dependent RNA polymerase II (Pol II) in this process (Schindler
and Muhlbach, 1992). Additional evidence since have strengthened
these ﬁndings [(reviewed in Ding and Itaya (2007) and Flores et al.
(2009)]. In PSTVd, transcription of () strand RNA initiation has been
mapped to the left terminal loop and speciﬁcally at position 1
(Kolonko et al., 2006). The site of initiation for (þ) strand RNA
transcription has not been identiﬁed yet. Any cofactors that may
allow Pol II employment in the viroid replication process remain to
be identiﬁed. It should be noted that although plants encode several
RNA dependent RNA polymerases, viroids have evolved to redirect
the error-prone capacity of Pol II to use RNA as template instead. The
evolutionary reasons behind this “preference” are not clear.
Cleavage of the transient concatemeric (þ) RNA replication
intermediate to monomeric viroid RNA occurs in vitro at a speciﬁc
position (for PSTVd between G95 and G96) in the conserved central
region (CCR) (Fig. 3) (Baumstark et al., 1997). Interestingly, in the
non-host Arabidopsis thaliana, it was shown that other pospiviroids,
expressed transgenically as dimeric (þ) RNA, were also cleaved at
equivalent positions to PSTVd in vitro (Gas et al., 2007). The
transient (þ) RNA oligomeric molecule is directed for cleavage
through a speciﬁc RNA conformation. At least two alternative
structures have been proposed to guide cleavage, either a GAAA
capped loop (Baumstark et al., 1997), and/or double stranded
structure (Diener, 1986; Gas et al., 2007). Although not mutually
exclusive, this issue is still unresolved since there is no hard evi-
dence for the existence of any of these structures in vivo. In the most
recent model putting forward the existence of a dsRNA guiding
structure (Gy et al., 2007), it was proposed that the dsRNA structure,
or a highly structured ssRNA, are cleaved by a class III RNAse. It is
well known that plants encode numerous such enzymes. Arabi-
dopsis encodes seven, including the four Dicer-like proteins (DCL)
involved in the diverse silencing pathways. Recently it was shown
that RNAi suppression of one speciﬁc DCL, DCL4 in Nicotiana
benthamiana, reduced signiﬁcantly the accumulation of PSTVd in
these plants. However, it is still not clear whether this suppression
is a direct or indirect effect of DCL4 suppression and if it affects
replication and/or transport of PSTVd (Dadami et al., 2013). The
circularization of the ss (þ) monomeric RNA is then presumably
achieved through the activity of a ligase. The long quest for such an
enzyme in the family Pospiviroidae may have come to an end since
work published recently suggests the linear PSTVd monomeric
molecules could be circularized by tomato DNA ligase I which for
this occasion had been subverted to use RNA substrates (Nohales et
al., 2012a). Yet another enzyme highjacked from its nuclear DNA
function(s) and used in this group of viroids' biological cycle. It has
been shown that loop E (Fig. 3) has an essential role in the
stabilization of RNA structure to allow for the circularization of
these viroids (Baumstark et al., 1997; Gas et al., 2007).
Replication of Avsunviroiodae
Members of the Avsunviroidae (type species ASBVd) replicate
explicitly in plastids, mostly chloroplasts, although presumably
must have a cytoplasmic phase at which they reach chloroplasts
and travel to infect neighboring cells and systemically. The import
mechanism to the chloroplast is still unknown [reviewed in Ding
and Itaya (2007)]. Recent work with Eggplant latent viroid how-
ever, have shed light on viroid sequences involved in intracellular
transport and that movement of this chloroplast replicating viroid
may also involve a nuclear step (Gomez and Pallas, 2010a, 2010b;
Gomez and Pallas, 2012). Once in the chloroplast Avsuviroidae
replicate through a symmetric rolling circle mechanism (Branch
and Robertson, 1984; Flores et al., 2000). In this case the circular
(þ) genomic RNA is ﬁrst transcribed into a linear, oligomeric ()
strand RNA, which self-cleaves into unit length molecules and is
circularized to serve as the template to generate linear oligomeric
(þ) strand RNA. This RNA then self-cleaves into monomeric viroid
RNA and is circularized. Plastids contain two RNA polymerases,
both DNA dependent, one encoded by the nucleus (NEP) and one
encoded by the chloroplast (PEP), which is considered an enzyme
of prokaryotic origin. Experiments in vitro using an inhibitor of
NEP but not of PEP activity, clearly showed that NEP is necessary
for the replication of ASBVd and PLMVd (Navarro and Flores, 2000;
Rodio et al., 2007). Interestingly, it has been shown that a bacterial
DNA-dependent RNA polymerase can transcribe PLMVd RNA
templates in vitro (Pelchat et al., 2002; Pelchat and Perreault,
2004). This leaves open the possibility for a minor role in viroid
replication during infection also for PEP, the bacterial DNA-
dependent RNA polymerase's closest homolog in chloroplasts.
Transcription initiation sites have been determined; for ASBVd
at U121 as the initiation site for (þ) strand RNA and U119 for ()
strand RNA (Navarro and Flores, 2000) and for PLMVd A50/C51 for
(þ) RNA and A284/A286 for () RNA initiation, depending on the
variant tested (Delgado et al., 2005; Motard et al., 2008) (see also
Fig. 3). Cleavage of the oligomeric (þ) and () polarity RNA
intermediates to unit length viroid RNA is achieved through ham-
merhead ribozymes encoded in the viroid RNA of both polarities
(Flores et al., 2000; Hutchins et al., 1986). This is a rather remark-
able evolutionary solution for the generation of unit-length viroid
RNA. The non-protein enzymatic self-cleavage together with other
characteristics of viroids such as, non-protein coding and circular
RNA, have led to the suggestion that they are actual survivors from
the RNA world. This idea was ﬁrst coiled by Diener (1989) and
recently reviewed by Flores et al. (2014). A chloroplast protein that
interacts with ASBVd, and accelerates self-cleavage of concatemeric
viroid RNA in vitro has been identiﬁed (Daros and Flores, 2002),
although its importance in vivo still needs to be clariﬁed.
Finally, the linear monomeric RNAs produced by the hammer-
head ribozymes have 50-OH and 20,30-cyclic phosphodiester terminal
groups. How these ends were ligated to form the mature circular
viroid RNA was a long time conundrum. JA Daros'group recently
showed that a cloned and puriﬁed chloroplast targeted tRNA ligase
from eggplant was efﬁcient in circularizing the physiological linear
(þ) monomer. They could also show that it was able to circularize
the linear () polarity monomeric RNA but also the (þ) and ()
RNA of other chloroplast-replicating viroids efﬁciently (Nohales et al.,
2012b). Interestingly, it could not circularize any other artiﬁcially
cleaved linear monomeric viroid RNA except the physiological
substrate, indicating impressive selectivity (Nohales et al., 2012b).
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Similarities between viroid and satRNA
Replication
Among linear satRNAs, a series of molecular and biochemical
studies performed in vitro and in vivo revealed that the small, sTobRSV
exhibits some features that are common to viroids. sTobRSV RNA is
359 bases predominantly encapsidated as a linear monomer of (þ)
polarity (Bruening et al., 1991). During replication in the presence of
HV TobRSV, accumulation of multimeric forms of (þ) and () polarity
and (þ) and () circular monomers has been observed (Kiefer et al.,
1982). Based on these results, it was hypothesized that (þ) linear
monomers are ﬁrst circularized followed by transcription of ()-mul-
timers by a rolling circle mechanism (Kiefer et al., 1982). These
()-multimers are self-cleaved and then are circularized before being
transcribed into (þ)-multimers that subsequently self-cleave to gen-
erate (þ)-monomers prior to encapsidation by HV capsid protein
(Bruening et al., 1991). Evidence for this rolling-circle model was
subsequently obtained by in vitro studies revealing both (þ) and
()-monomers are generated by autocatalytic RNA processing of
multimeric substrates (Prody et al., 1986). Additional biochemical
studies delineated that ‘hammerhead’ type ribozymes are involved in
the production of (þ)-monomers, a feature that is commonly shared
with virusoids and viroids (Bruening et al., 1991). Although sTobRSV
shares some features of replication with viroids, the subcellular site of
sTobRSV replication is not known. Since replication of sTobRSV is
dependent on the RNA polymerase encoded by HV, which replicates in
the cytoplasm, presumably the replication sTobRSV also occurs in the
cytoplasm. However, in the absence of deﬁnite experimental evidence
the involvement of host polymerase to catalyze transcription during
early stages of sTobRSV replication should not be ignored. As discussed
below, recent cell biology based experiment evidence obtained from
satRNA of CMV lends to support such a possibility.
Involvement of the nucleus
Given the economic importance of CMV to agriculture, a majority
of studies have focused on characterizing various strains of satRNAs of
CMV and their relationship to HVs, symptom expression, and origin
(Shimura et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2004). Until
recently, replication studies of satRNAs of CMV have been performed
in the presence of HV using mechanical inoculation of either virion
RNA or in vitro transcripts (Burgyan and Garcia-Arenal, 1998; Shimura
et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2004). Therefore, the fate
satRNA in the absence of CMV has never been explored. However,
using agroinﬁltration approach in evaluating the reasons for HV-
independent stability of satRNAs has revealed some features that are
commonly shared with viroids (Chaturvedi et al., 2014; Choi et al.,
2012; Seo et al., 2013). Expression of a satRNA of CMV strain Q (Q-
satRNA) without its HV has resulted in detectable levels of satRNA (þ)
and ()-strands suggesting that ()-strand synthesis is the result of
de novo transcription (Choi et al., 2012). Since satRNA is not a template
for the known host-encoded RdRps (Wang et al., 2010), it was
envisioned that ()-strand synthesis might have occurred in the
nucleus, analogous to viroids. Consequently, application of MS2-coat
protein-based RNA tagging assay to visualize the subcellular localiza-
tion of Q-sat in living cells provided the ﬁrst evidence that Q-satRNA
has a propensity to localize in the nucleus in the absence of its HV
(Choi et al., 2012). A follow up in situ experiment using anti-dsRNA
monoclonal antibody further demonstrated that nucleus is the pre-
ferred site for the synthesis of anti-genomic Q-satRNAs resulting in
dsRNA formation (Choi et al., 2012). Extension of MS2-based RNA
tagging assay conﬁrmed that even in the presence of HV, Q-satRNA
does involve the nucleus during replication (Choi et al., 2012).
Since Q-satRNA has no recognizable nuclear localization signals
(NLS), then, how did Q-satRNA reach the nucleus? The subcellular
site of PSTVd replication is the nucleus and a bromodomain
containing host protein (referred to as VIRP1/BRP-1) has been
shown to promote nuclear importation of PSTVd (Martinez
de Alba et al., 2003). It is interesting to note that the replication
of PSTVd was severely inhibited when the plants were co-infected
with CMV and its satRNA, whereas CMV alone had no effect on the
replication of PSTVd (Montasser et al., 1991; Yang et al., 1996).
Since both PSTVd and Q-satRNA have a nuclear phase in their
replication cycles, it is reasonable to speculate that replication of
PSTVd in co-infected plants was abated by inhibiting PSTVd entry
to the nucleus. These perceptions led to evaluate the likely role of
BRP1 in the nuclear importation of Q-satRNA. Consequently, a
series of cell-biology based assays in conjunction with confocal
microscopy and transgenic N. benthamiana lines defective in BRP1
expression clearly showed that that nuclear import of Q-satRNA is
mediated by BRP1 (Chaturvedi et al., 2014).
Multimerization
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Fig. 2. Hypothetic model showing viroid-like and virus-like replication phases in a satRNA of CMV. HNM, hepata nucleotide motif; BRP1, bromodomain containing protein 1;
1a, replicase protein 1a; 2a, replicase protein 2a, CP, capsid protein. See text for details.
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Keeping the nuclear localization and generation of distinct
multimers in the absence of HV in perspective, as schematically
shown in Fig. 2 and discussed below, we envision that satRNA has
two replication phases: a viroid-like and virus-like replication
phases.
 Viroid-like replication phase: Since satRNA, like PSTVd, lacks a
nuclear localization signal, we hypothesize, that analogous to
PSTVd, after release from incoming HV virions, nuclear import
of satRNA is mediated through its interaction with BRP-1. One
or more of the cellular DNA-dependent RNA polymerases
copies the incoming satRNA into multimeric forms of genomic
and anti-genomic strands following the addition of a HNM at
the monomer junction (Seo et al., 2013). These satRNA multi-
mers are then transported to cytoplasm to begin a virus-like
replication phase initiating on ()-strand multimers with
complementary HNM (Seo et al., 2013).
 Virus-like replication phase: HV replication is cytoplasmic and
presumably occurs in the tonoplats where HV replicase complex
(proteins1aþ2a and unknown host proteins) binds to satRNA
multimers and transport them to cytoplasm for HV-dependent
replication. HV replicase initiates (þ)-strand progeny synthesis of
satRNA at the 30 end of ()-strand multimers with HNM motif.
The cHNM at the junction allows proper termination and re-
initiation of RNA synthesis to generate monomeric progenies. This
HV-dependent replication of satRNA also synchronizes with HV
genome replication promoting encapsidation by HV capsid protein.
Silencing pathways and symptom expression
In a given combination of a HV and its satRNA, the latter is
known to either ameliorate or exacerbate symptom expression. In
this context, cucumoviruses and their satRNAs have been the
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Fig. 3. Predicted secondary structures and major functional sites of the type members of the two main groups of viroids. (a) PSTVd for Pospiviroidae and b ASBVd for
Avsunviroidae. Prediction was made using the mfold software, version 2.3 at default conditions for circular molecules, except temperature which was set arbitrarily at 301 C
(Zuker, 2003). TL and TR, Terminal left and terminal right domains respectively; P, pathogenicity domain; C, Central domain; V, variable domain; HPI; nucleotide regions
proposed to form the metastable hairpin I.
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model systems for the unraveling molecular mechanisms regulat-
ing the symptom expression. Lethal necrosis disease of tomato in
France represents the ﬁrst example to link satRNA as the casual
agent (Kaper and Waterworth, 1977). Since then several studies
focused in evaluating the functional relationship among host, HV
and satRNA to symptom expression (Palukaitis, 1988; Smith et al.,
2011; Takanami, 1981; Wang et al., 2004). Although early studies
implicate a change in nucleotide sequence to satRNA-mediated
pathogenicity (Jaegle et al., 1990; Sleat and Palukaitis, 1992), more
recent evidences support that RNA-silencing mechanisms of host
plants play an important role in pathogenicity (Smith et al., 2011;
Wang et al., 2004). RNA silencing is a sequence-speciﬁc gene
inactivation phenomenon present in most eukaryotes with essential
roles in development, chromosome structure and anti-viral defense
(Ding et al., 2004). The basic principle in RNA silencing is that it
recognizes and degrades the invading RNA. Virus-induced RNA
silencing involves generation of small RNAs of 21–25 nt (referred
as small interfering RNAs; siRNA) by degradation of double-
stranded RNAs (dsRNA) by a Dicer protein bearing an RNase-III like
enzyme activity. The cognate mRNA is then degraded in a sequence-
dependent manner by the siRNA guided RISC (RNA-induced silen-
cing complex) (Ding et al., 2004; Ding and Lu, 2011).
To overcome antiviral defense, viruses have evolved to encode RNA
silencing suppressor proteins that target key steps in the siRNA
pathway and either inhibit their production or prevent their short
and long distance spread (Ding et al., 2004; Ding and Lu, 2011). By
contrast to viruses, lack of any coding capacity in viroids and satRNAs
predispose them as potential targets for RNA silencing and a strong
intramolecular base pairing has been envisioned as a mechanism to
overcome the antiviral defense (Choi et al., 2012; Ding, 2009).
However, viroid and satRNA-speciﬁc siRNAs, a diagnostic feature for
RNA silencing activity, have been detected in plants infected by these
subviral pathogens (Itaya et al., 2001; Martinez de Alba et al., 2002;
Wang et al., 2001). This indicates that viroids and satRNAs are inducers
and targets of post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS). Accordingly,
PTGS has been postulated to mediate many aspects of viroid and
satRNA biology including pathogenesis. This assumption was subse-
quently corroborated experimentally. Y-satRNA of CMV induces bright
yellowing symptoms in N. tabacum (Masuta and Takanami, 1989).
Suppression of RNA silencing greatly reduced the yellow symptom
phenotype (Wang et al., 2004) while manifestation of siRNA-directed
RNA silencing of the chlorophyll biosynthetic gene (CHL1) induces
yellowing phenotype (Shimura et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011). These
authors demonstrated that the expression of CHL1 is dramatically
reduced in Y-satRNA infected plants and induction of yellow symptom
phenotype is primarily due to CHL1 mRNA cleavage mediated by
22 nt derived from the pathogenic determinant (a 24-nt region)
of Y-satRNA.
On the other hand, the effect of RNA silencing on viroids is still
unclear. Viroid infection triggers the RNA silencing pathways and
large amounts of viroid small RNAs (vd-siRNAs) accumulate in
viroid infected plants (Itaya et al., 2001; Martinez de Alba et al.,
2002; Papaefthimiou et al., 2001). These vd-siRNAs are detected
mostly in the cytoplasm (Denti et al., 2004) and are biologically
active (Itaya et al., 2001), leading to degradation of homologous
RNAs in trans (Vogt et al., 2004). Nevertheless, mature PSTVd
molecules themselves seem to be quite resistant to vd-siRNA-
mediated degradation, most probably due to their compact sec-
ondary structure. Sequencing experiments have revealed that the
majority of vd-siRNA being of (þ) polarity and originating from
speciﬁc hotspots of the highly structured mature molecule (Di
Serio et al., 2010; Itaya et al., 2007; Machida et al., 2007). Never-
theless, vd-siRNAs corresponding to the entire mature molecule
have also been sequenced (Di Serio et al., 2010; Diermann et al.,
2010). vd-siRNAs have been detected in infected Arabidopsis
protoplasts and after incubation of viroids with partially puriﬁed
Arabidopsis DCL protein extract (Itaya et al., 2007; Landry and
Perreault, 2005). RDR6, a component of the RNA silencing machin-
ery, was shown to inﬂuence symptom expression by Hopstunt
viroid (family Pospiviroidae) in N. benthamiana (Gomez et al.,
2008). However, this effect has not been observed when PSTVd
infects the same plant, in which RDR6 has been involved in delay
accumulation of the viroid and in preventing it from invading the
meristem (Di Serio et al., 2010). Recently, through suppression of
individual gene expression in transgenic N. benthamiana, it was
shown that at least three different plant dicers (DCL2, 3 and 4) are
able to use PSTVd RNA as a substrate to produce cognate vd-
siRNAs (Dadami et al., 2013). Nevertheless, the importance of this
processing for viroid biology remains elusive. Counter intuitively,
suppression of the main antiviral Dicer, DCL4 had a negative
impact on the accumulation of the viroid (Dadami et al., 2013).
Whether DCL4 has a direct or an indirect affect on viroid inf-
ectivity is not known.
Origin and evolutionary implications
Undoubtedly viruses pathogenic to a wide-range of eukaryotic
cells are a curious lot. How old are viruses? Although Tobacco mosaic
virus (TMV) ranks as the ﬁrst virus to be discovered 122 years ago,
recent evidence suggest that plant viruses could be as old as 700
years (Ng et al., 2014). Then, how did viruses originate? There is
much debate among virologists about this question and as of today
no clear explanation exists. It has been argued that viruses may
have arisen from mobile genetic elements that gained ability to
move between cells or descendants of previously free-living organ-
isms that adapted a parasitic replication strategy or perhaps viruses
existed before, and led to the evolution of, cellular life (Koonin and
Martin, 2005). Then, what about the origin of viroids and satellite
RNAs (satRNA)? Concerning viroids, they are considered as relics
of the RNA world (see above). There is no real data to justify the
origin of viroids and literature is replete with speculations on the
origin of viroids. Some of the intriguing speculations regarding the
origin of viroids include: (i) intervening sequences existed during
RNA splicing (Diener, 1981); (ii) exchanges of genetic information
between eukaryotic cells and cell organelles (Zimmern, 1982); (iii)
selection pressure imposed by RNA silencing pathways (Wang et al.,
2004) and ﬁnally (iv) certain viroid properties, prominent among
which are their size, circularity and specially the presence of
hammerhead ribozymes, support the idea that viroids may have a
very ancient evolutionary origin independent of viruses. Now there
is experimental evidence supporting that, like the CMV Y-satRNA,
certain PLMVd variants inducing peach calico exert their pathogenic
effect via RNA silencing (Navarro et al., 2012). Moreover, a recent
report has provided direct evidence for the loading of the viroid-
derived small RNAs (21–14 nt) into different members of the AGO
family (Minoia et al., 2014).
Regarding the origin and evolution of satRNAs, the scenario is
somewhat different from that of viroids since, unlike viroids,
satRNAs are replicated and encapsidated respectively by their HV
replicase and CP. To perform these two functions, analogous to the
HV genomic RNAs, sequence elements that function as () and
(þ)-strand promoters and packaging signals are expected to exist
in satRNAs. But it is not the case, since satRNAs have little or no
detectable sequence homology with their HV genomic RNAs.
Failure to detect any sequences with signiﬁcant similarity to
satRNA in the genomes of supporting host plants, HV or insect
vectors implicate satRNAs have originated spontaneously. Another
alternate possibility would be that, since siRNAs or microRNAs are
produced in response to viral infections, these regulatory mole-
cules are ampliﬁed by viral replicases and subsequently evolved to
assemble as satRNAs.
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Interestingly, in the absence of signiﬁcant coding capacity,
satRNAs are evolved to maintain their secondary structural integ-
rity to express their biological functions and to overcome host
defense response via RNA silencing (Kwon et al., 2014). These
authors observed that several variants of a CMV satRNA bearing
either 30-proximal or internal nucleotide deletions are replicated
and moved systemically only when the structural integrity was
restored by the addition of heterologous nucleotides by the HV
replicase; whereas sequences that failed to maintain the required
secondary structure failed to replicate. The importance of the
secondary structural integrity of satRNA was further accentuated
when these CMV-satRNA variants are allowed to get repaired and
replicate by TAV (Sivanandam et al., 2015).
Conclusions and future directions
The above review focused mainly on the replication aspects of
small, linear satRNAs and viriods and concepts emerged there in.
Other aspects such as epidemiology or detection methods have not
been covered here. In the last ﬁve years, more scientists focused in
RNA silencing related studies and obtained exciting results con-
cerning the critical role played by the host plant in satRNA and
viroid disease and symptom modulation. Application of agroinﬁo-
tration that permits synchronized delivery of multiple plasmids
and initiation of robust replication coupled with the use of ﬂuo-
rescently labeled cellular components have discovered two pre-
viously unrecognized features that are common to satRNAs and
viriods. These include involvement of nucleus to mimic a viroid-
like replication phase and usurp host protein BRP1 to promote
nuclear importation. Although RNA silencing has recently domi-
nated the ﬁeld of biology in general and virology in particular,
application of bioinformatics is gaining its momentum. In this
context, emerging and promising area of research would be to
extend functional genomics approaches to identify various host
factors that interact with satRNAs and viroids. Since satRNAs and
viroids do not encode any proteins, application of a recently des-
cribed riboproteomics (Vashist et al., 2012) is likely to provide
novel insights concerning the replication of satRNA. For example,
in the absence of any sequence similarity between the 30 non-cod-
ing regions of satRNA and their HV, it is still unclear how HV RdRp
recognizes 30 end sequences of satRNA and initiate ()-strand
synthesis. Therefore, research leading to the identiﬁcation of host
proteins that are commonly shared between staRNA and its HV
likely to carve a niche and subsequently help in devising strategies
to control diseases caused by satRNA/HV and viroids.
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